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Maritus
Event & Wedding Planners 

Maritus Events and Weddings Planners is an ace event management 
company located at Kochi, Kerala, and with branches in 
Thiruvananthapuram and Kollam. Backed by a decade of experience 
in events and wedding planning, we have planned hundreds of unique 
weddings.

We understand your emotions behind an event like a wedding and 
value your rituals and traditions. We listen to your dreams, suggest 
and weave a dream wedding day for you and your family, in the way 
you want it to be.

How We Help You
We cater to your wishes and desires and help you arrange your 
special day just the way you want it to be.

Our services include:

• Travel and Accommodation (includes Airlines, hotels and local 
sightseeing)

• Wedding Theme Designing and settings

• Light, sound and other infrastructure that includes percussion 
procession, elephants etc.

• Arrangements for bridal and groom makeover (includes spa, 
wedding outfits etc.)

• Wedding Documentation (Photographs, wedding albums and 
videos)
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What Our Clients say 

“I have been putting this off for too long A big fat thank you 

from the bottom of my heart to Maritus Events and Wedding 

Planners & Maritus Wedding & Fashion Studio. Thank you 

doesn’t seem enough for bringing to reality MY magical 

wedding…It was beyond words…You obviously have talents 

that are immeasurable…but are done with such love. Here’s 

to the beginning of a beautiful friendship.’’

Their commitment made me speechless; starting from 

managing a crowd of over 3000, the personalized touches on 

décor, entertainment, the photography and wait… the Haldi 

ceremony was really an awesome suggestion which will 

remain as a wonderful memory in my life. Fahadh and I, 

cannot thank you enough! Thank you for being our right 

hand. Our only wish was that it could have lasted longer! 

Many thanks again!

 Nazriya Fahadh
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The wedding planners based in Kerala, run by professionals 
with years of event expertise, Maritus specialize in 
weddings, Corporate events, social gatherings and functions 
like Birthday parties and Anniversaries. Our professional 
approach offers a range of services under one roof while 
organizing weddings, so that the time and resources you 
expend in searching service providers is minimized. Join 
hands with Maritus in planning, managing and coordinating 
memorable events of your professional and personal life, 

Intelligently manages your time
Planning wedding spares much precious time. Maritus is 
there, taking care of the vendors and suggesting creative 
ideas to make your wedding amazing and stress free! 

Prudently plans your expenses

Weddings are synonyms of expensive extravaganzas. By 
hiring Maritus, our vendors are providing you large 
discounts on almost all purchases like Jewellery, costumes, 
video/photography etc., which will reect ultimately in the 
budget designed for the event. 

Distinctive appeal
Often the bride and groom tend to get carried away by 
fantasies that are just not practical and are often unable to 
decide how to make their wedding ceremony special and 
unique. Maritus will help you realize your ideas in a realistic 
way and also provide you with ideal suggestions to shape 
your fantasies and concepts. 

Serving with dedication
Our teams at Maritus become the 'personal managers' of 
the couple from the time they avail our services. From 
there onwards, we manage everything for the newly 
wedded. 
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We take care of all your wedding 
requirements and offer a variety of wedding 
management services that includes:

Wedding Budgeting

This is the beginning of all and trickiest task too! Maritus will help you to set a realistic 
wedding budget according to your status and requirements and persistently stick to it 
fill the end. 

Theme Wedding
Theme weddings are the latest hype among wedding events. A wedding theme is 
simply a certain style of choice for your wedding day that reects in your selection of 
music, decorations, dress code, etc. We organize themes like beach, color, royal, 
traditional etc.,the possibilities are endless!!! 

Travel
Having your loved ones with you on your big day is essential, and we help you 
organise and bring your near and dear ones together for the occasion. Travel 
arrangements from airports, hotels as well as local transportations are all under our 
services.

Explore a unique way of 
celebrating  your wedding with us!
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Venues & Locations
If you are dreaming about an elegant affair at an exotic location, we help you 
make your dream come true. We will help you pick locations and venues based 
on your budget and tastes, for a simple ordinary ceremony to a grand and 
luxurious event or a destination wedding.

Styling & Beauty

We provide you with professional wedding stylists to make you look 
fabulous for your special day.

Invitations & Stationery

Create your own signature wedding cards and stationary as per your desire, 
budget and wedding theme.
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Our philosophy is to produce modern creative video and photography which will give our 
clients images of their memories to reect upon for many years to come, we love natural 
pictures that move people. We take pride in not intruding on the day’s proceedings and we 
make a point of observing rather than  articipating. We aim to stay in the background, as we 
feel the day is not about us but about you and your guests. The vast majority of our images 
are taken unstaged. We believe this provides a more natural and engaging set of images. 
We do however take a selection of more formal, group photographs according to your 
requirements, but what excites us most is photography that is timeless, natural and 
emotional.

Precious Moments Captured on Moving Images

 Extensive experienced videographers

 Professional equipments used.

 Video formats in High definition (DSLR) 

 Customize your video, choose the right package, 
from documentary style video to traditional 
videography, the choice is yours. 

Live Webcasting
Create your own online website through which your wedding plans 
and live telecasting of the event can be shared to your dear and near 
ones who are away to attend the function.
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Invitations & Stationery
Create your own signature wedding cards 
and stationary as per your desire, budget and 
wedding theme.Maritus offers a wide range 
of wedding invitations and wedding 
stationeries  amazing array of colors, weights 
and textures. 

Catering

We recommend and arrange a wide array of 
menu selections according to your wedding 
theme and design the setting and ambiance.

Decor
We conceptualise, create and coordinate 
venue decoration, mandaps, themed 
settings, lights and sounds etc, just the way 
you want it to be.

Entertainment & 
Programmes
Our cultural specialist would put together a 
complete entertainment package within your 
budget & which fits well with your taste, 
preference & theme like Dance, music, 
Celebrities programme, Oppana, gazals 
...etc. 

The Maritus 
Honeymoon Experience
 Maritus extend our help in all your honeymoon 
plans by identifying perfect destinations, short-
listing the best hotels, organizing ights, developing 
itineraries and even booking tours, taxis and 
restaurant tables.

Guest Management
 Giving top priority to hospitality, we ensure 
that your guests are well taken care of at all 
times with specially trained hostesses to 
pleasantly engage them. We also provide 
travel and accommodation for your out-of-
town guests if required. 

Security Services

Valet and security services of the highest 
standards and Night security during wedding 
day are professionally provided by Maritus. 
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Maritus Wedding Planners
28/3265 B,Raveendran Road,

Cheruparambath 2nd cross road,
Elamkulam, Kadavanthara, Eranakulam

Ph:090610 70907, 0484 - 4014555

Email: Maritusweddingplanners@gmail.com
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